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ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Through My Blood, I point out and assign new tasks to My apostles, those who are spiritual and
lack any protagonism, because they are tasks between each apostle and Me; this is something deeply
internal and absolutely invisible, because it is about something nonmaterial.

So, I deposit in each consciousness a mission that is revealed in a task and in a Will of Mine to be
fulfilled.

Maybe this mission that I have entrusted to one of My apostles is not in accordance with the need
that the disciple believes they have but, until the apostle learns to love the mission that I have
entrusted to them, they will go through the same test as many times as necessary; My intention is
that you learn to separate, from within, your spirit from all of your consciousness, so that the
Greater Laws may act and not your own.

Day and night I hope that all My apostles will accomplish the mission that I have entrusted to them
and, even if it seems abstract, I hope that they can comply with joy and love.

For this reason, I place in Mine what each one needs and not what each one wants so that, above
themselves, they learn to love the unknown and so that unknown can be part of their lives and of
their consciousnesses forever.

With this spiritual demand that I establish for this time, I will awaken the New Christs, thus the
Earth will at least count on the ones who can rescue it.

I Thank you for keeping My words in the heart!

Who blesses you,

Your Master, Christ Jesus


